
SecureDoc Professional Services
Training, Consulting and Custom Implementation

Overview

WinMagic Inc. is committed to helping you reach your IT data security project 
goals. Our products and service offerings, combined with the strong partnerships 
we’ve formed with other industry leading complimentary hardware / software 
partners, help reduce your development and implementation risk. We have 
deep expertise in the integration of pre-boot authentication methodologies with 
either single or multi-factor authentication. Coupled with this, WinMagic has 
a deep and rich history over the last 5 – 10 years where all, if not most, of 
the innovation surrounding full-disk encryption was first witnessed through the 
continued advancement of SecureDoc. 

“Data at Rest” Security Services
WinMagic offers professional services related to data at rest. These services 
are broken down into training services, consulting services, and custom 
implementation services.

With more and more applications being pushed down through the enterprise and 
ultimately residing on the client, organizations find themselves under pressure 
to identify deployment and implementation methods, effective customization 
tools, and training to support the application in the enterprise.

WinMagic’s innovation in full-disk encryption has brought about advancements 
in technology and in so doing, new opportunities for commercial and government 
organizations of all sizes to secure data at rest – no matter where it may reside.

With the very public display of data breaches in the media, organizations are 
struggling to understand how privacy and security regulations impact their 
corporate governance relating to the security of their data. With the risk of fines, 
public scrutiny, and the associated damage to brand, leading organizations are 
now shifting to integrate overall IT and business processes. With WinMagic, 
we can easily assist your company meet the needs of your enterprise by 
customizing and implementing a proactive, enterprise-wide security strategy. 
It will align with their overall business objectives, processes and applications to 
manage and reduce risk, ensure productivity, enhance information integrity and 
sharing, and comply with internal policies and complex regulations.

Professional Consulting and 
Implementation

Our Professional Services Team offer 
hands-on best practices from our 
own data security technicians to 
efficiently and securely implement 
and deploy our full-disk encryption 
solutions. Whether your organization 
needs assistance with deployments, 
implementations, strategic planning, 
or any specific technical support, our 
technicians will provide the best-
of-breed solutions to resolve your 
business issues.

Individualized services are provided 
to meet individual client needs.

A brief description of some of the 
services we provide:

• Full consulting services before 
implementation

• On-hand assistance with the 
initial implementation

• Customization of install to 
include user and/or group 
profiles

• Assistance with the initial 
deployments

• Management assistance with 
the SecureDoc Enterprise Server 
and Client

• Dedicated technical assistance
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1)  Introduction and Information Gathering:
• Kick-off meeting to introduce all stake holders within 

encryption project

• Review and confirm the organizations security 
objectives for encryption

• Plan and confirm the network environments to host 
SES

◦ Discuss minimum hardware requirements for 
server and client systems

◦ Determine SQL Server (full or express versions)

2)  Implementing the SES Environment:
• Install the SES console and create the SQL database

• Setup the SDConnex communication service

• Setup the Active Directory Synchronization service

• Setup SDWeb for challenge and response, reporting, 
MDM, and Tier 1 and Tier 2 support

• Configure the PBConnex access policies using AD 
users and groups

• Configure the SES global options, SecureDoc security 
profiles and client installation packages

◦ Discuss and ensure the organizations security 
policies have been defined correctly in SES

3)  Encryption and Functionality Testing on Computers:
• Create specific test plans in scope of how SecureDoc 

will be used within the environment

• Test and confirm the SecureDoc Disk Encryption 
installation on computers:

◦ User and Computer registration with SES

◦ Installation of Boot Logon (MBR), encryption of the 
hard drive(s)

◦ Setting up of self-help password recovery

• Testing the PBConnex AD authentication via Pre-Boot

• Testing users login to encrypted computers (including 
single sign-on into the OS)

• Test user password and computer unlocks using the 
following tools:

◦ Through SDWeb

◦ Through SES console

4)  Software Distribution for the SecureDoc client 
installation:
• Confirm and test the deployment tool preferred to 

install SecureDoc within the organization

5)  Understanding the Management Involved to Support 
SecureDoc:
• WinMagic’s PSE will work with your teams to ensure 

SecureDoc’s disk encryption integrates seamlessly 
into your existing business critical processes.

• Complete training will be provided to manage the 
following essential roles for SecureDoc:

◦ SES administration testing:  Based on granular 
roles within the SES Management Console

◦ Policy management training

◦ Computer and user management:

▪ Recovering user passwords or locked out users

▪ Data and key recovery

▪ L1, L2, and L3 support training

◦ Server and software management

▪ Backing up SQL database

▪ Implementing available disaster recovery options

▪ Understanding how to upgrade to newer versions 
of SES and SecureDoc

• PSE to discussing other internal processes that may 
be affected by encryption

SecureDoc Enterprise Server Training – 2 Days
Our customers retain us to help them accelerate the implementation of security solutions concerning data at rest. With 
our training expertise, customers can get their help desk personnel and administrators the skills they need to ensure 
that IT policies are being adhered to in configuring data at rest security software solutions. A certified professional 
security engineer will teach the skills and knowledge necessary to successfully implement our SecureDoc Enterprise 
Server and easily deploy, manage, and administer full-disk encryption to your entire enterprise clients.

Our training programs range from training help desk personnel and administrators - all the way through to our 
comprehensive customized course.

A brief description of the general course is below:


